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 id be really nice to use touchpad keys as mouse buttons, but every other distro seems to hate it bill_: it was, until recently bill_:
back when I used Debian there was a big lobby for it bill_: it's still been in the works, but not sure how much progress there's
been gordonjcp, bill_: yeah, the bit about Debian and Ubuntu is in that page bill_: see the comment about the Ubuntu version

being "in progress" bill_: the Ubuntu version seems to have stalled bill_: there was a huge lobby for it, back in 2004 bill_: looks
like a sensible compromise between the two camps bill_: the proposed solution in that page is actually worse than just using the
keyboard bill_: and here's the actual Ubuntu version bill_: oh, and you can't actually use your Touchpad keys as mouse buttons

bill_: there's this little slider thing to disable it bill_: but it's a bit crap bill_: that's why I've just got a Mouse Only keyboard,
using the Touchpad keys as mouse buttons bill_: I'm hoping to just get out the Keyboard Only version bill_: the one with the big
funky keyboard with only 12 keys bill_: but I've spent so much time on this bug I'm not sure I'm going to bother bill_: I've got
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an old Compaq machine that I'll probably stick the MX3 in bill_: since it's an i486 it's fairly close to a 386 bill_: cool
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